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Miles
Better

Miles
Better

founded in 1878

road and audax bIkes for bIg days ouT



FROM THE EDITOR
DAN JOYCE

Perhaps by now the floods are back and the local paper is preparing to publish a picture 
of someone’s koi carp escaping down the street. Or perhaps, as it was in May, Britain’s 
summer is warming the flowers in fields and hedgerows. If so, it’s time for the road bike.

You don’t have to race when you get on a road bike. It’s enough to spin the pedals, to 
glide along a grey ribbon of road, to soak up the vitamin D that’s radiating out of the deep 
blue sky, to absorb the scenery. The pleasure in cycling like this – like club riding! – is the 
reason for the rise in sportive rides, the cycling activity of the moment in the road world.

Road bikes are reflecting the increased demand for recreation rather than perspiration 
with lower gearing and an emphasis on comfort rather than competition. 
It’s getting hard to say where road bikes end and audax bikes begin.

But then the nomenclature isn’t important. What matters is that the sun 
is shining, it’s the weekend, and there’s a ride waiting. Enjoy it.
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THE CTC GuIDE TO FaMIly CyClInG
CTC’s new book is aimed at two groups of people:  
keen cyclists who have, or are about to have, families; and 
families who have, or are about to buy, bicycles. The only 
book of its type, it’s available now for just £9.99 – post 
free. Inside its 196 full-colour pages you’ll find everything 
you need to know about cycling with children, from birth 
until they’re bigger then you. Written by Cycle’s editor, Dan 
Joyce, it includes: What to look for when you buy a bike for 
yourself or your child • Buyer’s guide to child-seats, trailers, 
trailer-cycles and tandems • How to teach your child to ride 
• Skills for riding on road and off • The best places to cycle.

To order your copy, turn to page 40. Buy one for yourself 
and a second for a friend and you’ll save £2 – two copies cost 
£17.98. Three books are £25.97 and four £31.96, saving £8.
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